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motorbike This bike's rating Write a review Sell this motorcycle Such bikes for sale Insurance
quotes Finance options List all mopeds Tip a friend List related bikes. Pictures, trademarks and
logos of third parties are the exclusive property of the respective owners. Technical
specifications are subject to change without notice. This web uses cookies. About Bikez.
Advertise products. Contact Bikez. Privacy policy. Motorcycle catalogue and Motorcycle
classifieds. Honda Metropolitan Honda Metropolitan specifications, pictures, reviews and rating.
More pictures This practical-minded mount comes with a feisty 49cc engine that lets you zip
around with ease. Compare with any other bike. Displacement :. Front suspension :. Rear
suspension :. Wheelbase :. Compare US insurance quotes from the nation's top providers.
Compare US motorcycle loan quotes from the nation's top providers. Ships to most countries.
Also check out our overview of motorcycle webshops at Bikez. Join the 10 Honda Metropolitan
discussion group or the general Honda discussion group. List related bikes for comparison of
specs. Sell or buy used mopeds? Ads are free. Click here to sell a used Honda Metropolitan or
advertise any other MC for sale. You can list all Honda Metropolitan available and also sign up
for e-mail notification when such mopeds are advertised in the future. Bikez has a high number
of users looking for used bikes. Before you buy this bike, you should view the list of related
motorbikes Compare technical specs. Look at photos. And check out the rating of the moped's
engine performance, repair costs, etc. Rating sample for this Honda moped. Fun-factor for the
Honda Metropolitan: You can also compare bikes. Honda has sold two main generations of the
Metropolitan. The first generation model code CHF50 was sold from to in North America and is
the focus of this article. This second generation Metropolitan uses the Giorno moniker in
Canada and overseas. The first generation was sold from to under the Metropolitan USA and
Jazz Canada names in North America, while internationally it used other monikers including
Crea and Scoopy. This motor was also used in the Honda Ruckus, but with a longer swing arm.
The GET2 was developed around the turn of the millennium by Honda Japan and it featured a
number of neat innovations. Honda slipped a tiny radiator for this liquid cooled engine directly
onto the right side of the engine next to the flywheel. By using a fan on the flywheel that blew on
the radiator, Honda was able to create an exceptionally strong liquid cooling system without
having coolant hoses routed all over the scooter. Another innovation was the double use of the
alternator as the starter motor, thus eliminating the traditional electric starter motor. Honda
devised a way to run power backwards through the alternator and thus spin the engine to start
it. This simple system was noiseless and saved the weight, cost and complexity of a normal
starter motor. The â€” Metropolitan had a decent top speed of 38mph, the same as the restricted
Vespa ET2. The Metropolitan is rated by Honda at 4. For the model year, Honda made a few
tweaks to the Metropolitan that raised the top speed to mph. These changes included a higher
redline RPM vs. Perhaps more important than the top speed increase was the new crankcase
ventilation system. This easy change eliminated a huge problem with the GET2 engine, which
was the ineffective flushing of gas vapors from the crankcase. In any engine, gas fumes sneak
past the rings and into the crankcase when the motor is cold. This occurs because the â€”
GET2 engine tries to breath through a single hose â€” which is like you trying to breathe
through a 10 foot snorkel. In the Met, gas fumes inside the engine are trying to escape out the
same small hose that the fresh air is arriving via. In â€” Metropolitans, the oil gets quickly
contaminated, which spells eventual death for the main crankshaft bearings usually the left one.
The right crankshaft bearing is permanent part of the crankshaft, so to replace the bearings you
need a new crankshaft unless you want spend all that money on labour just to replace the left
one. To change the bearings, your scooter will basically need a complete engine rebuild. The
original Metropolitan CHF50 used plastic body panels mounted to a light but strong aluminum
frame. The use of aluminum played a large part in achieving a low total weight of lbs. The CHF50
is over 40 lbs lighter than a steel bodied Vespa, and also allows easier and cheaper replacement
of damaged body panels. Honda wisely located the fuel tank inside the floorboard, so all of the
underseat volume has been made available as storage space. Drum brakes are used both front
and rear in the Metropolitan, which results in lazy braking. A disc brake would have been handy,
but larger riders can upgrade the front brake for a few hundred in aftermarket parts. The dash of
the Metropolitan is pretty standard fare. Over its run, the Metropolitan was sold in a wide range
of colors, pattern and two tone color schemes. Scroll to the bottom of the page for a listing of
these options. Still, the GET2 engine used the Metropolitan is a solid design post when the
crankshaft bearing failure issue was addressed. These engine ventilation problem in the first
few years is nice to avoid, plus the newer ones are several mph faster. The Metropolitan has a
great reputation as a well built, quality machine and is a smart buy in the used market. Yamaha
Scooters. Vespa Scooters. Suzuki Scooters. Aprilia SR Aprilia SR Motard BMW C Evolution.

BMW Scooters. Genuine Venture. Genuine Stella. Genuine Roughhouse R Honda Spree NQ
Honda SH i. Kymco ZX Kymco X-Town Piaggio X9 Piaggio Typhoon Suzuki Hyper AE Suzuki
Burgman AN Vespa Sprint. Vespa Primavera. Scooter Sales Brochures Service Manuals. Share
Tweet. The Metropolitan offers Vespa inspired retro styling with some technological advantages
such as liquid cooling and the amazing fuel economy, reliability and lifespan of a 4-stroke
engine. Crankshaft bearing problem - Honda Scooter Sales Brochures. See all results. More
Stories. For detailed information on a specific Honda scooter, use the menu to the right. Modern
scooters went a step beyond mopeds by offering added convenience i. The first product they
developed was the NB50, which was called the Tact in Japan. This scooter was released for the
model year in Japan. It was an updated version of this scooter called the Aero 50 that arrived in
the USA and Canada for the , alongside the larger Aero 80 scooter. At the same time, Honda
also designed a more conservatively styled scooter based on their Express line of mopeds. The
electric start, oil injection, 12 volt electronics, CVT continuously variable transmission and
auto-choke were all amazing innovations at the time in machines this small. The Express SR
returned virtually unchanged for â€” its final year. Going forward Honda would instead focus on
their futuristic scooter designs in the North American market. The Aero family of scooters
included several noteworthy features including electric start, enclosed storage, plastic body
panels, oil injection and 12 volt electrical systems. While some of these features had been
available previously on other scooters, they never had been all available at once and for such
an affordable price. Viewed by some as cheap, the plastic body panels were affordable, ding
resistant and easy to replace in the event of a crash. The Aero 50 above was a 2-stroke, 50cc
offering decent acceleration and a top speed around mph. The Aero 80 has enough power to
wheelie and that power in combination with its comfortable seat and beefed up suspension
makes it a great choice for 2-up riding or for bigger riders. These scooters are also incredibly
reliable. Once downside to these initial offerings from Honda is the lack of aftermarket parts that
the subsequent generations of Honda scooters enjoy. Check out the specific model pages for
more indepth info on these scooters. This was another landmark year with Honda adding four
more scooters. Honda added the third and final member of the 2-stroke Aero family, the short
lived Aero Honda also added another cc and their first 4-stroke scooter, the Elite below. The
Elite was the first look at a new generation of styling that Honda would continue to unveil in the
form of the Elite 80 and Elite One neat aspect of the Elite is that it had a pop up headlight. Both
of these scooters used 2-stroke 50cc engines and were capable of 30mph. Honda added the
Elite 80, the Elite and updated the mid-sized Elite. The mid-sized Elite got a boost from cc to cc
and thus a name change to the Elite CH The extra 25cc boosted the top speed by 10mph to
65mph and made it interstate legal in all 50 states and Canada. The Elite got a nice style update
with a new handlebar mounted headlight instead of the pop up unit. By moving the headlight to
the handlebars, Honda was able to add a handy front truck. The regular Elite had analog
instrumentation. The new Elite 80 was a nicely powered scooter for around town. While not
quite as peppy off the line as the Aero 80, it actually has a faster top speed of 45mph. It also had
a front trunk like the Elite that was capable of swallow a few small items. With the Elite , Honda
finally had a scooter that was at home on the highway. The Elite could survive on the highway in
a pinch, but the Elite could comfortably cruise at highway speeds without a fuss. Honda also
updated the Aero 50 and Aero The Aero 50 got a full redesign, while the Aero 80 got a few
styling updates and a new smaller muffler which made the neat storage compartment in the
right side panel possible. This new Gyro shared the same core engine as the earlier Gyro, but
the styling was quite different which warranted a change in the model code to TG The first Aero
scooter to be discontinued was the slow selling Aero Apparently scooter buyers had preferred
the 4-stroke Elite in or Honda had simply decided 4-strokes were the future. This left the Aero 50
as the lone surviving member of the Aero family in North America. Based on the Elite , the Helix
was lower, longer and featured a really cool trunk which made it a great long distance touring
scooter. It would be another year before Americans got this scooter. The Elite R would
eventually replace the Aero 50 in Canada. This scooter was capable of 25 mph which made it
moped legal in many states. This means that was the only year the Helix was offered to
Canadians. The Elite was also redesigned for , giving it a much more rounded shape below. This
new Elite was not brought to Canada so Canucks were left without the Elite and Elite 80 after
Following their actions in Canada, Honda discontinued the Helix and Elite from the American
market for These changes left the Elite as the lone large scooter in their lineup. Canadians never
did receive the SA If you just look at pictures it can be hard to tell the difference but if you see
them side by side then the differences are obvious. The SB50 utilized the same core engine as
its predecessor, the Spree. These final Elite are really nice but rare examples. Interestingly, this
was the last scooter ever sold to have a floorboard located rear brake. For the model year,
Honda responded to American enthusiasts cries to bring back the original maxi scooter, the

Helix, to the American market. This scooter was last sold in the USA in Do not confuse this
scooter with the unrestricted SE50 which was also badged the Elite S. Following the changes,
Honda paid little attention to their stagnant scooter line for the next six years. With interest
picking up and added pressure from Vespa returning the North American market, Honda and
Yamaha steadily bolstered their lineup by introducing several new scooters over the new few
years. For , Honda continued to replace its long running models with newer and updated
designs. This scooter is also known as the Crea and Scoopy overseas. This engine was a new
2-valve, carburated 4-stroke that included several technological advances. Specifically, it was
the first liquid cooled 50cc scooter engine from Honda and it introduced a clever starting
system that did away with the starter motor and instead used the silent alternator to start the
engine. This scooter was restricted to 30mph via intake, variator and ECU restrictions. Honda
released another landmark scooter to North America in , the rugged styled Ruckus. The most
significant attribute of the Ruckus was its radical styling which resembled no other scooter.
Since its introduction, the Ruckus has become very popular, with a large aftermarket parts
scene now present. This was the second time the Helix had been resurrected since its initial
introduction way back in As a result, top speed rose from about 37mph to 42mph and a serious
problem with crankshaft bearing failure was eliminated. This crankshaft bearing problem
resulted from poor crankcase ventilation leading to oil contamination. After two slow years, the
Big Ruckus was dropped from the North American market, making the few that were sold rare
scooters and likely a future collectors item. The amazing 22 year run ended for the Elite 80 after
the model year. Honda also cut the Helix for a remarkable third time, making the last model year
for both of these legendary scooters. By mid-summer , every dealership in the USA was sold
out and Honda responded with an early release of the models in early August. Besides new
color choices, Honda made no changes to their scooter lineup. Honda announced two new
scooters for the model year. With the introduction of the SHi, Honda returned to the mid sized
scooter market for the first time since when it last offered the Elite Honda claims SHi is the best
selling scooter in Europe. This large wheel scooter offers excellent stability at high speeds, fuel
injection, aluminum rims and liquid cooling. Also featuring liquid cooling and fuel injection, this
small wheeled scooter aimed to be a practical urban runabout with huge storage, great milage
and peppy power for scootering around town. The PCX featured fuel injection and a front disc
brake. For the PCX was not offered in Canada. After apparently selling through the backlog of
models created by the recession, Honda USA reintroduced the Ruckus as a model. In the
Canadian market, only the Ruckus was announced for the model year. In Canada the Ruckus
was again the lone offering, as they were still clearing out surplus inventory for at a deep
discount. This version of the Ruckus was white with red decals and a red seat. Honda Canada
followed suit a couple months later and but introduced this scooter using its Asian market
name, the Giorno. The new style and addition of fuel injection were a plus, while the air cooling
and steel tube frame were a step back from the previous generation. For the first time,
Canadians were offered the PCX as well, with it being added as a Canadian model in September
Honda fired the first salvo of their line with a super early announcement of the Forza Fall in
Canada, May in the USA. The Forza was an entirely new scooter that outshone its predecessor
with crisper lines, beautiful rims, an extra 30cc and fuel injection. The Metropolitan got a new
assortment of colors, with options of Pink Metallic with white accents , Pearl Blue black accents
and Candy Orange black accents. Both of these omissions were surprising, as the Silver Wing
has been around since and was seemingly immortal, while the PCX appeared to be a strong
seller for Honda. Honda took the initiative to rework the styling and tweak the motor for an extra
0. Also new are features like a larger glovebox, a 12V power port in the glovebox, a redesigned
seat, new gauges, all LED lighting including the headlight and a larger fuel tank. The new PCX
arrived in July In early November, Honda announced the rest of their lineup. In Canada, Honda
changed or embellished some of the color names i. Having released the model year of the PCX
early in summer , Honda ran out of stock and ended up pulling a similar move with the model.
Honda announced the PCX model in late May with stock arriving in dealerships soon after.
Honda announced the return of the rest of their models Ruckus, Metropolitan, Forza in
November The big news is updates to the Metropolitan Giorno in Canada. For the Metropolitan
makes the switch back to a high compression liquid cooled motor like the first generation. It
also gets an in-floor fuel tank allowing for larger underseat storage and the amenities are
re-worked in the legshield with a new glovebox including a 12V charging port. The style is also
freshened with new rims and tweaks to the flanks, gauges and legshield. The lone update is new
color options, which are white and a nice new pearl blue. After 15 years the Ruckus is entering
classic territory. Sadly, Honda omitted the Forza from their line up in both the USA and Canada,
ending this fine scooters run at 3 years â€” Honda has been releasing new model years of the
PCX quite early, and for they took it to a new level with an April release. These models are

identical to the s in every way, including mechanics, price and color options. In the traditional
fall release season Honda announced the return of the Metropolian and Ruckus. The USA got
some new colors for the Metropolitan but that was the only change. In Canada only the Ruckus
returned. Unfortunately there is only a single color option for Bright Bronze. Thus far there is no
indication that it is headed to Canada. Honda returned their scooter lineup unchanged for with
three models in the USA and only one in Canada. It includes a 2-position windscreen, dual
Showa shocks, and powertrain powered from the PCX â€” which is about as good as it gets.
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URL. Over the years, the Honda Metropolitan has achieved the status of classic scooterâ€”and
rightfully so, as fun styling along with a 50cc fuel-injected four-stroke engine have kept this little
icon on the favorites list. With easy-to-operate features, affordable price and operating costs,
plus loads of Honda quality and reliability, the Metropolitan turns short hops into big fun. The
Metropolitan makes life more fun. Now you can get around town without any hassles. Yes, you
can. High gas prices? Not an issue. All you have to do is put on your helmet and enjoy the ride.
It has a fuel efficient, liquid-cooled four-stroke engine, a no-shift automatic transmission. All
you have to do is turn the key, press the electric starter, and go. It even has lockable underseat
storage, perfect for grocery runs. Check out the handlebar-mounted headlight and instruments,
and for two great new paint colors. Under that classic scooter bodywork, the Metropolitan uses
a 49cc liquid-cooled four-stroke engine with fuel injection. Smooth, powerful, super reliable and
environmentally conscious, it also gets over miles per gallon! Your actual mileage will vary
depending on how you ride, how you maintain your vehicle, weather, road conditions, tire
pressure, installation of accessories, cargo, rider and passenger weight, and other factors. The
Metropolitan is one of the best urban errand-runners ever. Along with a number of other
new-model powersports unveilings, Honda announced today that its popular Ruckus and
Metropolitan scooters will return for the model year. The Metropolitan features a large
under-seat storage area big enough for a helmet, your books, or some groceries. The storage
area features a lock for added security and is weather-resistant too. The Metropolitan features a

liquid-cooled 49cc four-stroke engine with fuel injection. Just turn the key, press the starter
button, and go! Honda Racing, along with riders Ian Hutchinson and Lee Johnston, are getting
ready to head to The International North West next week May , as they kick off their road racing
campaign aboard the [â€¦]. Andrew Short will soon arrive in Russia to race the Silk Way Rally
â€” a day event that also includes stages in Mongolia before finishing in China on July You
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